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10341 110 Avenue Peace River Alberta
$226,900

Priced right for just about anyone to afford and with a great location backing onto the hills with no neighbours

behind, this may just be the one you have been waiting for! The open concept main floor living space gives you

all of the room you need. The living room and dining room are spacious and bright thanks to the big windows

and patio door that lead to the back deck. The large kitchen has lots of storage space in the cupboards and

plenty of prep space with all of the countertops. There are two bedrooms upstairs including the very spacious

primary bedroom that features an large walk-in closet. This level also offers up a large 4 piece bathroom

complete with deep soaker tub. The partially finished basement has another large bedroom and 3/4 bathroom

plus there is an extra large family room space that simply needs flooring to have it complete. The backyard

features a nice big deck and plenty of room to run and play. Plus with no neighbours behind, you will enjoy the

privacy and you get to take in the view of the hills. Sounds like a compelling package? Come see for yourself!

(id:6769)

Bedroom 15.33 Ft x 10.33 Ft

3pc Bathroom Measurements not available

Primary Bedroom 12.75 Ft x 10.42 Ft

Bedroom 9.92 Ft x 9.42 Ft

4pc Bathroom Measurements not available
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